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Introduction to “The Internationalist Proletarian” issue #3 

 We publish a new issue of our review The Internationalist Proletarian. Our political 
and union activity and the availability of forces capable of assuming the translation task 
has hindered publishing our organ in the English language for a certain period of time. At 
last, we publish again the present issue in which we publish the translation, with its 
corresponding reference, of several articles published in the most recent issues of our 
review in the Spanish language "El Comunista" (which you can find in our website: 
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www.pcielcomunista.org).  

 We hope to be able to maintain the regular publication of this review to be able to 
keep letting the English language readers know the distinct articles published in our press. 
Those include analysis about the situation of world imperialism and about the situation of 
the working class, through the light of Marxism, as well as the republication of the classical 
texts of our current, the Italian Communist Left, only current which consequently fought 
against the degeneration of the International and drew the lessons of it, which are 
essential for the Party to carry out its great historical task.  

 That said, we encourage you to study the content of this publication as well as of 
the rest of the texts of our current. You can contact the Party to obtain the translation into 
the English language of several of them.  

 Communist greetings. 

WORLD IMPERIALISM COURSE : EVOLUTION OF FIRST BANKS AND GLOBAL 
ENTERPRISES 

(El Comunista issue 57, May 2016)  

The evolution followed by the turnover of the top 500 enterprises in the world from 
1957 to 2014 is as follows (see graphic in the next page). 

USA controlled the 71,6% in 1957 and it was falling to the 34,7% in 1997 and to 
27,6% in 2014. Japan jumped from 0,55% in 1957 to 25,2% in 1997 and to 9,2% in 2014. 
EU rose from 25,1% in 1957 to 39,4% in 2005 and to 32,2% in 2014. But China jumped 
from 0% in 1957 to 3,2% in 2005 and to 19,6% in 2014. In a few years it will stand next to 
US and EU. 

Other countries or regional groups of countries have not been altered in their 
participation in the turnover of these 500 first companies. The end of World War II left the 
industry and automobile production so. The data began to be regularly published every 
year by the American magazine "FORTUNE", together with the turnover of the first 330 
and after the first 500 companies in the world. 

In 1957 Asian companies don't appear yet, there were 5 European companies to bill 
the 20% of sales of General Motors, they didn't reach Chrysler between they 5, who was 
selling the 32.4% of General Motors, and unless Ford sales which were equivalent to 
52.5% of sales of General Motors. After almost 60 years the turnover of the General 
Motors has been overcome in 2014 by the German company Volkswagen by 72% last, in 
sales percentage General Motors = 100 and Volkswagen = 172. The Japanese Toyota 
overcame General Motors too = 100, Toyota = 158,2, and Mercedes Benz = 110,4. A 
number of companies are reaching General Motors turnover too: Ford, Honda Motors, 
Nissan, Hyundai Group, BMW, etc. and Chinese automobile factories come galloping 
behind. 

Let us remember that in 1955 General Motors collected 5% of gross domestic 
product (GDP) of the entire US economy. In 2014 hardly the 0,8% of GDP of the USA. 
Having 216.000 employees against 592.586 of Volkswagen. In 1986 General Motors could 
employ over 876.000 workers against 281.718 of Volkswagen. 

These data reflect the industrial and economic situation in the automotive sector, to 
which we must add steel, cement, aluminum and copper sector, financial sector, transport 
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SHARES OF “FORTUNE” LISTS, RELATING TO FIRTS GLOBAL ENTERPRISES BY NUMBER, TURNOVER IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS AND AS A % OF TOTAL  
 

COUNTRIES-
AREAS 

Relating to 330 1st. Ent. 
1957 

 
Relating to 500 1st. Ent. 

1997 
Relating to 500 1st. Ent. 

2000 

 
Relating to 500 1st. Ent. 

2002 

 
Relating to 500 1st. Ent. 

2005 
 

Relating to 500 1st. Ent. 2014 

 Ent Turnover and % Ent Turnover and % Ent Turnover and % Ent Turnover and % Ent Turnover and % Ent Turnover and %  

 
EEUU 230 140.812 and 71,60 % 

 
175 3.977.510 and 34,7%

 
185 5.503.906 and 39,1%

 
192 5.424.942 and 39,4%

 
170 6.816.865 and 36,0% 128 

 
8.628.006,6 and 27,66% 

 

 
Japan 4 1.098 and 0,55 % 

 
112 2.963.428 and 25,2%

 
104 2.934.457 and 20,8%

 
88 2.473.528 and 17,5%

 
70 2.328.345 and 12,3% 54 

 
2.888.558,2 and 9,23%  

 
England 36 19.667 and 10,05 % 

 
35 638.130 and 5,57%

 
33 839.625 and 5,96%

 
34 909.928 and 6,62%

 
38 1.555.327 and 8,21% 28 

 
1.607.385,9 and 5,12%  

 
Germany 17 8.951 and 4,50% 

 
42 1.058.539 and 9,24%

 
34 1.176.002 and 5,96%

 
35 1.214669 and 8,84%

 
35 1.649.988 and 8,71% 28 

 
2.082.036,7 and 6,66%  

 
France 12 3.956 and 2,00% 

 
39 880.082 and 7,68%

 
37 1.006.623 and 7,15%

 
40 1.098.567 y 8,00%

 
38 1.614.946 and 8,53% 31 

 
2.024.877,0 and 6,65%  

 
Italy 3 1.208 and 0,61% 

 
13 263.814 and 2,30%

 
8 253.140 and 1,79%

 
9 267.451 and 1,94%

 
10 427.302 and 2,25% 9 

 
730.234,9 and 2,34%  

 
Holland 2 1.151 and 0,58% 

 
9 202.201 and 1,76%

 
9 289.566 and 2,05%

 
11 337.042 and 2,45%

 
14 821.673 and 4,34% 13 

 
1.090.697,8 and 3,49%  

 
Belgium-Luxembourg 4 1.259 and 0,64% 

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Sweden 3 750 and 0,38% 

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Austria 0  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Spain 0  

 
5 70.605 and 0,61%

 
6 148.076 and 1,05%

 
5 124.320 and 0,90%

 
9 263.639 and 1,39% 8 

 
423.460,2 and 1,35%  

 
Finland 0  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Norway 0  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Portugal 0  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Switzerland 3 1.708 and 0,86% 

 
12 277.033 and 2,41%

 
11 314.642 and 2,23%

 
11 320.460 and 2,33%

 
12 481.394 and 2,54% 12 

 
748.816,1 and 2,35%  

 
Engl-Holland 2 10.791 and 5,49%  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
324.105,3 and 1,03%  

 
Total E.U. 82 49.443 and 25,13% 

 
170 4.039 and 35,27%

 
154 4.492.944 and 31,9%

 
163 4.801.553 and 34,9%

 
175 7.469.940 and 39,46% 147 

 
10.059.829 and 32,24%  

 
Canada 11 4.268 and 2,17% 

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Australia 2 561 and 0,68% 

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Africa  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
South Africa 1 215 and 0,10% 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
Zambia 0  

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Total Africa 1 215 and 0,10% 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
South Korea   

 
12 282.489 y 2,46%

 
11 278.921 1,98

 
13 22.506 y 0,16% 12 402.433 y 2,12% 17 

 
929.922,8 y 2,97%  

 
India 0  

 
1 14.249

 
1 22.284 y 0,15%

 
1 300.673 y 2,19%

 
6 120.395 y 0,63% 7 

 
324.105,1 y 1,03%  

 
Taiwan 0  

 
 

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

 
New Zealand 0

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Malaysia 0

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
China 0

 
4 63.827

 
12 272.195 y 1,93 %

 
11 233.958 y 1,65 % 20 617.446 y 3,26 % 98 

 
6.166.626,5 y 19,76 %  

 
Hong Kong 0

 
 

 
 

 
  

 
  

Middle East 0
 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Iran 0

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Turkey 

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Kuwait 0

 
 

 
 

 
   

 
  

 
Totals Middle East 
and Asia 

0  
 

 
 

 
  193 

 
8.243.650 y 26,42%  

 
Latinamerica 0  

 
 

 
  7 

 
464.892,3  

 
Brazil 0

 
5 77.738 y 0,67%

 
3 53.789 y 0,38%

 
4 65.690 y 0,48% 4 115.390,1 y  0,68%  

 
115.390,1 y  0,68%  
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by rail, ports, airports, etc. and based on these economic analyzes aiming assumptions of 
future interimperialist shocks. 

 
 

 
 
Jumps produced in the first 1000 banks of the world are reflected in this table taken 

from various issues of the British magazine "THE BANKER" (see next page): 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

SALES AND EMPLOYEES IN PERCENTAGES (%) OF THE MAIN AUTOMOTIVE COMPANIES AT 
INTERNATIONAL LEVEL 

[(1) To calculate the percentage GENERAL MOTORS is taken as base 100]

 

 1957 1986 1997 2005 2009 2014 

Companies 

sales  
in billions 

of $  
and % (1) 

Emplo-
yees 

number 
and % (1) 

sales  
in billions 

of $  
and % (1) 

Emplo-
yees 

number 
and % (1) 

sales  
in billions 

of $  
and % (1) 

Emplo-
yees 

number 
and % (1) 

sales  
in billions 

of $  
and % (1) 

Emplo-
yees 

number 
and % (1) 

sales  
in billions 

of $  
and % (1) 

Emplo-
yees 

number 
and % (1) 

sales  
in billions 

of $  
and % (1) 

Emplo-
yees 

number 
and % (1) 

General Motors 10.989 588.160 102.814 876.000 178.174 608.000  192.604 335.000 104.588 217.000  155.929 216.000 

Ford 
5.771 

52,5 % 
191.759 
32,60% 

62.716 
60,99% 

382.274 
 43,63% 

153.627 
86,22% 

363.892  
59,85% 

177.210 
92,18 % 

300.000  
89,5% 

118.308 
113,12% 

198.000 
91,24% 

144.077 
92,3 % 

187.000 
86,5 % 

Chrysler 
3.564 

32,43% 
136.187 
23,15% 

22.514 
21,89% 

115.074  
13,13% 

61.147 
34,31% 

121.000  
19,91% 

186.106 
96,87 % 

382.724  
119,2% 

[2] [2] [2] [2] 

Fiat 
560 

5,09% 
80.850 
13,74% 

19.669 
19,13% 

230.293 
26,28% 

52.568 
29,50% 

239.457  
39,38% 

57.834 
29,18 % 

173.695  
51,89% 

69.639 
66,58% 

190.014 
87,56% 

[2] [2] 

Volkswagen 
538 

4,89% 
43.395  
7,37% 

24.317 
23,65% 

281.718 
32,15% 

65.328 
36,66% 

279.891 
 44,55% 

118.377 
61,45 % 

344.902 
102,9% 

146.204 
139,79% 

368.500 
169,82% 

268.566 
172 % 

592.586 
277 % 

Renault 
514 

4,67% 
60.000 
10,20% 

17.661 
17,17% 

182.448  
20,82% 

35.623 
19,99% 

141.315  
23,24% 

51.365 
26,56 % 

126.584 
37,7% 

46.858 
44,8% 

124.307 
57,28% 

54.460 
34,8 % 

117.385 
54 % 

Daimler  
Benz 

426 
3,87% 

53.585 
9,1% 

30.168 
29,34% 

319.965 
36,52% 

71.561 
40,16% 

300.068  
49,35% 

[2] [2] 
109.700  
104,89% 

256.407 
118,16% 

172.278 
110,4 % 

279.972 
129,5 % 

Volvo 
186 

1,6 % 
12.809 
2,17% 

11.795 
11,47% 

73.147 
8,35% 

24.035 
13,48% 

72.900 
11,99% 

32.184 
16,66 % 

82.000 
24,4% 

[2] [2] [2] [2] 

Nisan 
Motors 

[2] [2] 
20.141 
19,59% 

106.282  
12,13% 

53.478 
30,01% 

137.201  
22,56% 

83.274 
43,22 % 

182.273  
54,4% 

80.962 
77,41% 

169.268 
 78% 

103.459 
66,3 % 

149.388 
69,1 % 

Toyota  
Motor 

[2] [2] 
31.553 
30,68% 

82.620  
9,43% 

95.137 
53,39% 

159.035  
26,15% 

185.805 
96,35 % 

285.977 
85,3% 

204.206 
195,25% 

320.590  
147,74% 

247.702 
158,2 % 

344.109 
159,3 % 

Peugeot 
Citroen(*) 

[2] [2] 
15.152 
14,73% 

165.042  
18,84% 

32.003 
17,96% 

140.200 
23,05% 

69.915 
35,93 % 

208.500  
62,2% 

67.297 
64,34% 

186.220 
85,82% 

71.111 
45,6 % 

189.786 
87,8 % 

Honda Motor [2] [2] 
12.481 
12,13% 

53.730 
6,13% 

48.876 
27,43% 

109.400 
17,99% 

87.511 
44,25 % 

144.786  
43,2% 

92.399 
88,29% 

176.815 
81,48% 

121.221 
77,7 % 

204.738 
94,7 % 

Hyundai Group [2] [2] 
2.855 
2,77% 

50.300 
5,74% 

12.391 
65,95% 

46.412 
7,63% 

57.435  
29,68 % 

54.115 
16,1% 

71.677 
68,52% 

120.472 
55,52% 

84.771 
54,3 % 

109.748 
50,7 % 

Mazda  
Motor 

[2] [2] 
9.678 
9,40% 

30.603 
3,49% 

16.630 
9,33% 

31.665 
5,20% 

25.789 
13,02 

[2] 
23.306 
22,28% 

38.987 
17,97% 

27.583 
17,6 % 

44.135 
20,4 % 

BMW [2] [2] 
7.166 
6,96% 

50.719 
5,78% 

34.691 
17,47% 

117.624 
19,34% 

57.973 
29,68 % 

105.798 
31,5% 

70.444 
67,35% 

96.230 
44,35% 

106.654 
68,3 % 

116.324 
53,6 % 

Mitsubishi Motor [2] [2] [2] [2] 
30.428 
17,07% 

27.324 
4,49% 

18.725 
9,37 % 

53.738 
16,0% 

32.677 
31,23% 

67.669 
31,18% 

69.775 
47,7 % 

71.914 
33,2 % 

(*) Peugeot-Citroen fusion  (2) Data not found; (3) Absorbed by Daimler Benz | 1958 - 87 - 98 - 04 - 2006        Table making based on "FORTUNE" MAGAZINE  
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USA fell from representing the 37% of assets in 1968 to 10% in 1995, then rose to 

16,4% in 2004 and is maintained to 16,8% in 2014. 
 
Japan rose from 15,4% in 1968 to 29,3% in 1990, falling to 17,5% in 2001 and to 

12,4% in 2014. 
 
The EU grew from 36.7% in 1968 to 60.3% in 2004, falling to 40.1% in 2014. 
 

 The MALLET that has been hitting both Japanese and Europeans is called CHINA: 
this has increased from 00.00% in 1968 to 4.5% in 2004 and to 27.22% of the assets of 
the top 1000 banks in 2014. A jump from zero in 1968 to 4.5% in 2004 and 27% ten years 
later, Chinese imperialist capitalism has arrived to this percentage. From having no banks 
among the top 1000, to have the first 2 and the fourth plus the eighth among the top 10 
banks in the world by assets. Already in 2014 possessing the sum of 150 banks in the top 
1000, against 159 from USA, but with assets of 27% China, 16% USA. 
 
 

 
 

Texts translated into English (contact to obtain them) 
 

-Setting down our approach (Tracciato d'Impostazione, 1946) 
-The Democratic Principle (Il Principio Democratico, 1920) 

-The Program of the Italian Communist Party (Livorno 1921) 
-The Internationalist Proletarian n.1: 
-The Internationalist Proletarian n.2: 

 
 
 

For mailing 
PO Box 

28080 Madrid (Spain) 
pcielcomunista@gmail.com 

 
 
 
 

Visit our website 
www.pcielcomunista.org 

 

 
 

VENEZUELA 
ECONOMIC AND POLITICAL CAUSES OF THE CURRENT INFLATIONARY 

SITUATION THAT PUSHES THE SALARIED SLAVES AND PETTY BOURGEOISE TO 
POVERTY AND HOPELESSNES 

(El Comunista issue 54, May 2014)  
 
Chávez has not done anything new in 
Venezuela, he just raised the social-

economic flag of the Adecos (Acción 
Democrática), Carlos Andrés Pérez, in his 
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first government: which nationalized the oil 
in 1973-74 with the high price after the 
Arabic-Israeli war. Industries like steel, 
aluminum, iron, petrochemical plants, 
power plants, motorways, harbors and 
airports, were nationalized or were formed 
such as the land reform. The sinking of the 
oil price in 1983, after the big increase 
caused by Iran's nationalism which 
conquered the State, expelling the SHA in 
1979, this oil price sinking led the 
Venezuelan bourgeoisie to the famous 
black Friday on 1983, when they admitted 
to the international capitalism that they 
went to bankruptcy and that they couldn't 
pay the debt incurred to carry out the 
nationalizations of oil, steel, aluminum, 
power plants, land reforming, etc. 
 
Then the Copeyanos (Christian-
democrats) step in the government. 
Unable to keep that mammoth national 
industrial base, result of the funding from 
the oil rents. When the petrol rents fell 
down or sank, the young industrial base 
emerged from the nationalization and the 
high prices of the oil sank with them. 
Prices which are dependent on the 
international political and military-
economical events, and not on the 
Adecos, Copeyanos and Chavists. 
 
Those 70s and 80s of 20th century led to 
believe the different social strata of the 
Venezuelan bourgeoisie (upper-middle-
lower) that the high or middle oil revenues 
would go on forever. They did not 
understand the MARKET-KING 
development, his Supply and Demand's 
laws, often mediated by military or social 
blasts, imperialist wars or nationalist 
revolutions.  
  
Throughout the process of modernization 
of Venezuelan economic structures, at 
least since the fall of general Pérez 
Jiménez in 1958, there were moments of 
great nationalist euphoria, workers 
claiming movements (PDVSA, the big 
textile strike in 1981, the strike of Sidor, 
etc.) and the big failure of the land reform 
was proved already at the end of 70s and 

the beginning of 80s, when much of 
peasantry began the exodus to the major 
cities, due to the governmental benefits 
they could afford to live more secure on 
the RANCHITOS of Caracas and other 
cities than waiting the unsteady and 
skimpy harvest which often never came. 
 
With these continuous floods and crowds 
to the major cities relying on hopes of 
survival with the state benefits the poverty 
was also accumulating and the social blast 
of February-March 1989 began to mature: 
the SACUDÓN or CARACAZO, whose 
mighty repression by the National Guard 
and the rest of repressive squads left 
more than 3.000 deaths. 
 
This harsh repression (initiated against the 
300% transport raising, because of the oil 
increase...) we must throw it on the backs 
of the Adecos-Copeyanos and against the 
National Guard and the soldiers who 
carried it out. And here there was the germ 
of the Army Party,  the Party formed and 
managed by Mr CHÁVEZ, who was 
supervising the repression from the 
Central University of Caracas. Don't forget 
that Mr CHÁVEZ was the leader of the 
studies team of Venezuelan armed forces. 
  
The actions that followed after the big 
repression of the “Caracazo” were really 
criminal both under the government of 
Carlos Andrés Pérez, and then, under the 
Copeyano government of Caldera + 
Causa R + former guerrilla. 
  
Oil prices did not increase but the debts 
were raising constantly and they ate much 
of the oil revenues. The efforts of State 
coups by Chávez, Army Party and their 
200 officers lead to nowhere. Mr CHÁVEZ 
was arrested and when all the parties and 
their apparatus were burnt by the family 
patronage system, of simpathizers and 
friends, given that they had to close or 
privatize the companies, most of them 
previously nationalized, “municipalized” 
and even private in which the CTV had up 
to 20% of equity participation, in all of 
them was razed, like a house of cards, the 
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union-political patronage, sacking most or 
all the workers, blowing up the social-
economical organization chard which held 
the Venezuelan politic power, the inter-
class social deal that had been forged 
after general Pérez Jimenez decline in 
1958, for a long cycle of little progresses 
and setbacks.  
  
Given that putrefaction of different strata 
of the Venezuelan bourgeoisie, that 
bourgeoisie, who was and is the mother of 
the current “boliwhisky” or candidate 
bourgeoisie, they only fought and fight for 
the appropriation and distribution of the oil 
rent. To get dollars in Venezuela, 
Colombia or wherever and put them safely 
in USA or Europe.  This bourgeoisie is not 
even national or/and nationalist. They only 
want the best high-backed chair and 
dollars. And accordingly the lower 
bourgeoisie which derives from the 
universities is really given to any kind of 
corrupt practice in order to improve their 
social status and their bank account 
outside Venezuela. 
 
Therefore, we already confirm that this 
situation is the replay of the second 
government of Carlos Andrés and 
Caldera. That stage was an anti-working 
class tragedy for the SACUDÓN's 
massacre. This stage lead to different 
workers CARNAGES which will turn pale 
the massacre of February-March of 1989. 
 
 The Chavism 
 
The Venezuelan upper bourgeoisie 
(PDVSA + POLAR + CISNEROS), 
together with the Spanish bourgeoisie 
(BBV-Provincial + Banco Venezuela-
Santander + REPSOL + Telefónica...) and 
a little sector  of the yankee bourgeoisie 
decided to take Chávez off the prison 
because his Army Party was the only 
bourgeois party centralized and handy to 
defend and impose the last discipline in 
Venezuela. So we have that most of the 
foreign multinationals supported with big 
economic contributions to Chavez's Party, 
not only the Spanish banks and 

companies, but even COCA-COLA paid 
the Chavists the electoral tip. 
 
1) It's important to say that Chavism hasn't 
even been a radical nationalist movement. 
And even the closure of the PDVSA 
heads-managers and the following State 
coup, the economic measures were really 
moderate. With the oil increase caused by 
the second war against Iraq, February 
2003 is  when the incomes are multiplied 
for the oil exportations and is in the next 
years when the purchases or 
nationalizations started to be very well 
paid by the private Venezuelan 
companies, which were sold off cheap to 
foreign multinationals. These 
multinationals had barely invested 
nothing, they only had been searching the 
easy gains, they never modernized the 
production plants in those privatization 
times, which turned these privatized 
companies into pile of scrap. 
 
The Chavist government bought it and 
paid a high price (Sidor-Eléctricas-
CANTV-concrete-Banco de Venezuela, 
etc). The sellers either shut up or asked 
for more money, which in general was 
paid by the Chavist government. This was 
paid in currencies. 

 
2) The Chavist government has bought 
mountains of armament to Spanish, 
Russian, Brazilian, etc, capitalists. This is 
paid in currencies. 
 
3) The Venezuelan and Spanish bank 
profits have been multiplied, to the point 
that Venezuelan Bandesco has bought the 
old Saving Banks of Galicia and Vigo, for 
which it has paid 1.000 million euros. This 
is paid in currencies. 
 
4) The oil and refine business of PDVSA-
CITGO in USA have been dropped down, 
where they sold lots of refineries and lots 
of 13.000 oil stations owned by PDVSA in 
USA. Don't forget that PDVSA-CITGO 
invoiced around 40.000 million dollars in 
the business controlled in USA. 
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5) The Venezuelan government has been 
keeping a high value of Bolívar in front of 
the Dollar (after the monetary conversion 
of 1.000 wretched Bolivars for 1 named 
STRONG Bolivar), of 4.30 “bolos” for 1 
dollar, till the first devaluation of 6,30 
“bolos” for 1 dollar and the last one of 
88%, 52 “bolos” for 1 dollar, of a few 
weeks ago. 
 
The devaluation of Bolívar was totally stiff, 
given that in the black market it was 
already paid at 70-90 Bolivars per dollar. 
This stiff devaluation of the Bolívar after 
the quantity of money supply without any 
economic support has been multiplied 
several times was an insane action. In that 
all the merchandises were multiplying their 
price in relation to the increase of the 
money supply, and they will follow with this 
in the next months and years, looking for 
new devaluations. 
 
With this anti-worker and deeply 
reactionary politics, the purchasing power 
of salaries has brutally fallen down, forcing 
the workers to pay the hide or public 
devaluations, to pay  the basic 
merchandise at the Black Market price, to 
the “buhoneros” or to the mafia who resell 
milk, eggs, butter, arepa's flour, toilet 
paper, soups and deodorants, vegetables, 
meat,..., at 200%, at 300% and at 500% if 
you want to buy it, if not, you can't eat. 
 
Attempting to impose the lost sales to the 
traders, these ones ceased offering all 
these sales, and for that the shelves and 
bookcases were empty. But with lost sales 
politics they also lead to the ruin to whole 
industries (including the peasants who 
they share out agricultural lands because 
of this new land reform that was a failure 
as well) which often had to sell below the 
severe costs of production.  
 
Their bankruptcy, caused by anti-
economical politics from the capitalist 
point of view, being capitalist the 
Venezuelan regime and all his economic 
ranks: wage labor, money, market, the law 
of value, etc., this bankruptcy forced to 

import and finance basic commodities 
which Venezuela stopped to produce, 
which led to huge expenses in strong 
currency, that is, paid in currencies. 

 
6) Insecurity in the streets. From some 
years ago it is being borne, although 
exists the debate about the INSECURITY 
in the streets, at home, at the boroughs 
and at the roads and motorways because 
of the attacks looking for money and 
valuables with whose sell you can earn 
money. With this more or less congenital 
violence of Latin American and US 
capitalism,  nearly always bound and 
controlled by the politics for the control of 
the prostitution, alcohol, tobacco and after 
for the traffic of cocaine and heroine, 
marijuana, amphetamine, and any kind of 
hallucinogen, all of this business entails 
lots of violence in all capitalist countries 
and. besides, all of these are bound to big 
groups of social outsiders and to the 
economic, moral and mental poverty 
which goes with them. 
 
But in Venezuela, where there is all of 
what has been described above, for the 
Chavist government stage which put down 
his control and also put at his service, 
serving the Bourgeois State, of all of these 
mafias, to all these armed and easily shot 
FELONS, who have closely cooperated 
with the Chavist repressive groups, 
practicing executions ordered by police 
officials and politicians, as they did with 
our comrade, the engineer Duglas 
Principal, on September of 2004 in the city 
of Barquisimeto-Lara State, and with lots 
of workers organizing labor strikes against 
PDVSA, gold mines, automobile industry, 
in the building sector (here the members 
of the mafia killed between them and 
murder workers who don't pay even one 
Diezmo, the 10% of the salary, a very 
common tax to let them work, controlled 
by union mafias and the evangelical 
church which hand out the jobs and even 
building an altar in the site entrance or in 
the company, who manage the jails, etc.), 
in Ferrominera and lots of other 
companies with struggles for demands. 
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In addition to this repression, the 
bourgeoisie state managed by Chavists 
has trained the cop groups, dressed in 
black, face masked and strongly armed, 
which are close to young bands in the 
streets or the squares of the worker 
boroughs, without saying a word they 
shoot the crowd, murdering and injuring 
lots of these youngsters who were doing 
nothing. And with the same the black 
dressed move away with their motorbikes.  
After that a laconic statement of the 
political and police authorities will appear 
saying that a “SETTING OF SCORES” 
has happened between two dealer groups 
in the area where the murderers of the 
Chavist bourgeoisie state have been 
playing. 

 
These groups of criminals which are 
moving and playing with motorbikes, have 
been terrorizing for more than 10 years 
and practicing shots against the young 
ones, but until they haven't started to play, 
now, against the lower and middle 
bourgeoisie boroughs, their State criminal 
activities have been kept in silence or 
have been distorted as if they would 
always be naive FELONS who killed for 
the management of the traffic of drugs, 
prostitution, etc. 

 
Now they have been unmasked clearing 
that they are the politic police of the 
Chavist bourgeoisie State, because the 
have frightened, hit and shot  against the 
other hand of bourgeois who are in the 
opposition and who aspire to govern and 
manage this same bourgeoisie State 
which is still managed by Chavists. And 
before or after they will take up the 
governmental high-backed chairs from 
where they will ensure starving, causing 
diseases or shooting to workers. 

 
The Venezuelan opposition hasn't got any 
economic program different to Chavism, 
their economic approaches are like two 
water drops transparently pale. Men and 
women suggest and the MARKET 
arranges, decides what capitalism interest 
wants and what to do for his sacred 

business.  
 

USA an his NGOs pressure and fund the 
most radical groups of the lower-middle 
bourgeoisie called up on the streets of 
Venezuela, in Turkey, Korea, China, 
Brazil, Egypt, Thailand, Libya, Syria, 
Ukraine, etc. USA promote the 
destabilization everywhere where the 
governments are hostile to their interests 
or where the government doesn't stay 
loyal in their strategic general approach or 
from the sector where they are placed, 
and above all when they try to get 
autonomy or be independent. 

 
All of these sins have been gathered by 
the Chavism that has to protect his politic 
and economic independence because it is 
required by the very Venezuelan 
multinational, PDVSA, which in 2013 was 
placed the 38th position between the first 
500 companies in the world. PDVSA 
comes fluctuating between the 26th to 45th 
position, depending of the oil price and of 
the way his business runs in USA. PDVSA 
is, like every multinational, an imperialist 
company, which force his government to 
be imperialist as well, not only in USA, but 
also in the state-islands of Caribbean Sea, 
Honduras, El Salvador, Nicaragua, Bolivia, 
Ecuador.... 

 
It is only logical that the Venezuelan 
opposition wants to decree and play with 
this toy named PDVSA. From whose 
multinational the economy and politics of 
Venezuela is decided and managed. It is 
Ramirez and not Maduro who governs. It 
was Ramirez and not Chávez who 
decided. In other words, who decided and 
decides is the ensemble of the productive 
power gathered in the multinational 
“Petróleos de Venezuela Sociedad 
Anónima” (PDVSA). Which means the 
95% of exports and th 55-60% of the tax 
revenues of the State. 

 
This revealed opposition feels his 
movement to the proletarization, is having 
nightmares with his impending RUIN. 
They are looking themselves scraping in 
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“RANCHITOS” (shantytown) of the hills of 
Caracas or other cities. They exasperate 
from a so proletarian future, where only 
will they have to lose their modern slave 
CHAINS of salaried employees. 

 
This lower-middle bourgeoisie, at the 
expense of the workers poverties, doesn't 
want to know anything about squalor 
salaries, about the cruel life and work 
conditions of the working class, about 
disinherits, about who doesn't smell well 
and doesn't wear well. Capriles, in a quote 
in the Spanish bourgeoisie paper, El País, 
wrote that workers of the hills are not 
going to the demonstration, suggesting 
that their upper class must go there 
cheating them and bringing them to their 
demonstrations, and that it would be when 
the majority wins the Chavism. But 
Capriles doesn't suggest a salary raise, 
until the basic basket (around 20.000 
Bolivars per month for a 5 member family), 
an improvement of the living conditions 
(building housing to eradicate the 
shantytown), a reduction of the working 
hours to 30 hours without salary reduction 
to let the young ones work and the 
informal-Buhoneros job, etc., to make 
more human the work conditions. When 
these capital jackals get to govern they will 
make the Chavism good. 

 
7) If Venezuela imports the 90-95% of 
what the population consumes, plus the 
purchase of scrap-companies, the 
weapons, when the business in USA falls 
down, when the bank profits are multiplied 
(because we name bankers' socialism and 

not Chavism workers' socialism) and the 
whole “boliwhiskis”' prosperity politics (the 
tricks with the fake importation certificates, 
which is the same of the 80's and 90's of 
20th century), with all of these hyenas, 
venomous snakes who govern or 
demonstrate to get the high-backed chair 
to govern, what does the working class 
have and what it could expect? What we 
could hope from this stray official 
opposition? Only lashings and shots to 
fight the worker's protests which give off 
from the overexploitation and poverty, 
what already was done by the 4th Republic 
and what the Chavism is doing with the 
working class. 

 
At the moment the Brazilian 

imperialism is who is dotting the i's and 
crossing the t's. Lula called on Venezuela 
and was met with Capriles, from there the 
current meetings government-opposition 
with the governor arise. Opposition which 
must already assume government duties 
before the election, because of the 
change will be only a change in the 
parliament, a right and quiet change... 

 
In front of these jackal of the national 

and international capitalism we need the 
union classist organization that assumes 
and protects the collective interests of the 
working class and the International 
Communist Party who gets ready and 
prepares the worker vanguards for the 
worldwide communist revolution, based on 
only one organization with only one 
communist program. 

 
 

UKRAINE, BATTLEGROUND BETWEEN WESTERN IMPERIALISM AND RUSSIAN 
IMPERIALISM 

(El Comunista issue 54, May 2014)  
 

Let's get straight to the point: USA needs already to set off the III World War, but the 
potential enemies don't feel this need yet, they keep doing economic concessions from 45 
years ago, from the last years of the Indochina's War in refusing to go on turning into gold 
the dollars, the paper currency, that they placed on circulation, formally from 1971. 

 
 The events in Ukraine are the culmination of the overthrow of the Libyan nationalist 
State, the Taliban of Afghanistan, attacks and murders in the border between Afghanistan 
and Pakistan with unmanned and manned aircrafts, the attempts of taking over control of 
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the central Asian Russian Republics, the two wars against Iraq, the provocation against 
Iran; the attack against Panama, against Yemen, against Somalia, against Democratic 
Republic of Congo (formerly Zaire), against Angola, against Sudan until getting it divided in 
two States, the fall of Mubarak in Egypt, the confrontation between Koreas, the 
provocation with bombings in China and Russia, the war in Syria, the antigovernmental 
movements in Turkey, Brazil, Argentina and, especially, Venezuela, etc. 
  
 In all of these last countries, there are impartial situations which harm the lower and 
middle bourgeoisie regarding the distribution of gain-profit ripped off the working class with 
the most monstrous exploitation. They are harmed by the distribution of budgets and by 
the tax payments or the distribution of the prebends, grants, the cost of the books, 
registrations, boards and transport of the students in colleges and universities. And it's 
here, with a few teachers and students moving in their element, where all these 
antigovernmental movements settle down. 
 
 There are some days that we can think in a warlike situation, looking at the 
coincidences of the attacks against Libya, the Egypt “volcano”, the threads of North Korea 
against South Korea, against Japan and against USA, connected with all the actors 
punching in Syria, in Africa, etc. and the threads of blowing up Ukraine from Maidan 
Square; a whole world apparently without god nor owner, like a faithful anarchist would 
say. 
  
 But the complicated problems are simplified when we study and get to know them: 
“These groups (from Maidan Square) have exerted a terrible and illegal violence (between 
the 70 deaths of the last days there are 13 policemen, point that shouldn't be forgotten), 
that in any European country they would be declared “terrorists” and would be smashed. 
The USA vice-president Victoria Nuland explained recently that Europe and USA have 
blessed, financed and managed all this conflict, which didn't begin last November, but it 
began more than 20 years ago with the USSR breakup. Since then, Washington has spent 
in Ukraine more than 5000 million dollars promoting the political regime change using 
NGO, mass media and buying loyalties. 
 

With this statement it is all said. The movement of Maidan is leaded, paid and 
armed by the USA. The Ukrainian nationalism has never existed and doesn't exist yet. The 
economic crisis, the dollars, the arms and USA technicians are who have built it on 
western Ukraine; the oriental area, Russian speaking, the industrialized area, is completely 
apart of this falsely patriotic movement, which thinks that EU and USA will make them 
become Hollywood actors with the living conditions of them. All these beliefs are a Disney 
fantasy. 
  
The group who organized and managed Maidan's movement are only mercenaries paid 
and trained in the Baltic Republics by USA, Sweden and perhaps Poland. We already can 
affirm that western people won't pay the cinematographic life to 43 million Ukrainians, 
neither to the 20 million of the western areas. This situation should tend to a total 
economic paralysis, specially in the mining and industrial production, due to the Ukrainian 
exportations to Russia, Belarus, Kazakhstan, Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, come to 18.000 
million euros, to the EU 12.898 million; to the USA 979 million. 
 

The dependence or integration to the EU leads to suppose the end of the Ukrainian 
industry, the same that EU did with the eastern countries, with Spain, Greece and 
Portugal. Only Russia can help them to keep their industry. Without Russian support 
Ukraine doesn't exist, but here the Russian economic interest and EU crash wildly; and 
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also the Russian strategic interest and that of the USA crash, and as a result, with Russia's 
isolation Germany also would be strongly knocked, which is what USA is looking for ever 
since a few years ago. 

 
The trade flows. The import-export, between Russia and EU comes to “335.000 

million euros, the third partner of the European group after USA and China. The tip of 
scales is favorable to Russia for 89.000 millions” (5 Días. 21-02-2014). Germany and 
France have been constantly looking for agreements with Russia, but the USA have 
spoiled all of them and logically will keep spoiling these. Therefore, the Ukrainian crisis can 
keep aggravating and make break out the war for the Ukrainian distribution. And if this war 
starts, it won't be easy to stop like they got to make in August 2008 with Georgian war. 

 
The current situation and actors are really different from 2008 in Georgia. There is 

the real risk of war which once started nobody would stop and this is what the USA 
imperialism is looking for: Others do and suffer the war for them! 
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AGAINST INTERCLASSIM IN THE “WOMAN'S QUESTION” (II) 
(El Comunista issue 57, May 2016)  

 
In the issue 55 of this review we 

published the first part of the article 
“Against interclassism in the woman's 
question” in which we said: “we will leave 
for the continuation of the article in the 
next issue the question of “patriarchy” 
and its real historical meaning as well as 
an analysis of the historical evolution of 
family and the real conditions of the 
proletarian family regarding household 
domestic violence, prostitution, the so-
called “school failure”, etc.” Because of 
reasons of space we will have to focus on 
the question of patriarchy and violence in 
the household domestic environment in 
this issue. 

 
In order to correctly frame the 

question of patriarchy we must start with 
Engel's preface to the work “The origin of 
the Family, Private Property and the 
State” where it is brought up as a main 
thing that the familiar structure (the 

production of the producers) is linked to 
the development of the technique and the 
productive work and it is developed, and 
transformed, along with it, destroying 
those petty bourgeois idealisms which 
assign some kind of historical 
immutability to the “institution of the 
family”: “According to the materialistic 
conception, the determining factor in 
history is, in the final instance, the 
production and reproduction of the 
immediate essentials of life. This, again, 
is of a twofold character. On the one side, 
the production of the means of existence, 
of articles of food and clothing, dwellings, 
and of the tools necessary for that 
production; on the other side, the 
production of human beings themselves, 
the propagation of the species. The 
social organization under which the 
people of a particular historical epoch 
and a particular country live is 
determined by both kinds of 
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production: by the stage of 
development of labor on the one hand 
and of the family on the other.  

 
The lower the development of labor 

and the more limited the amount of its 
products, and consequently, the more 
limited also the wealth of the society, the 
more the social order is found to be 
dominated by kinship groups. However, 
within this structure of society based on 
kinship groups the productivity of labor 
increasingly develops, and with it private 
property and exchange, differences of 
wealth, the possibility of utilizing the labor 
power of others, and hence the basis of 
class antagonisms: new social elements, 
which in the course of generations strive 
to adapt the old social order to the new 
conditions, until at last their 
incompatibility brings about a complete 
upheaval” (Preface to the first edition, 
1884, The origin of the Family, Private 
Property and the State, Engels) 

 
In this development of the work and 

the family, the first communities 
conformed upon parental links are the 
gens, after excluding consanguineous 
sexual intercourse among  members of 
the same group which previously where 
practiced through the group marriages. “ 
As soon as the ban had been established 
on sexual intercourse between all 
brothers and sisters, including the most 
remote collateral relatives on the 
mother’s side, this group transformed 
itself into a gens – that is, it 
constituted itself a firm circle of blood 
relations in the female line, between 
whom marriage was prohibited; and 
henceforward by other common  
institutions of a social  and religious 
character it increasingly consolidated and 
differentiated itself from the other gentes 
of the same tribe” (Ibid) 

 
By excluding sexual intercourse 

among close consanguineous degrees, 
this intercourse happens among different 
gentes. In the organization of primitive 
gentes a natural division of work 

according to gender is established, men 
are in charge of providing food supply 
and women of taking care of children and 
elders and of home government, and 
each one owns the tools needed to 
perform such tasks.  Home government 
is of a social nature being fundamental 
for the gens functioning, therefore it is 
of a greater importance than the work 
performed by men since it is what really 
guarantees the stability of the group since 
food sources are very precarious and 
production does not leave any surplus 
being only for the consumption of the 
members of the gens. In the gentes 
inheritance right is maternal since who 
the mother is is a known fact whereas it is 
not certain who the father is, matriarchy is 
founded upon the ignorance of who the 
father is, and mainly, in the greater 
importance of home work and in that 
men live in women's gens and he 
therefore has more to lose in whatever 
conflict that may arise or if he does 
not contribute sufficiently.  

 
With the development of cattle, first, 

and agriculture afterwards, in an unequal 
way among the different gentes, there is 
already production surplus and not only 
exchange starts but also supremacy of 
certain tribes in relation to others which 
are merely hunters and collectors. The 
consequence of this development is that 
the relative weight of agriculture and 
cattle in relation with home labor 
increases in the measure that its products 
become more important for the continuity 
and surviving of the group. Therefore the 
work of men starts to have more weight 
than that of women since as being the 
owner of cattle and performing the 
exchange in terms of cattle he also owns 
all the tools and slaves he obtains 
through exchange. Marriage in this period 
is pairing (conjugal couples have greater 
stability) and it still is of maternal right, 
property of women's gens (home and its 
basic elements) passes to the children 
but the more the property of men gains 
importance arises the situation in which 
cattle, slaves, etc. belong to the man's 
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gens and, therefore, when the father dies 
it does not belong neither to the woman 
nor her children (which belong to the 
mother's gens): 

 
“That was no longer the case after the 

introduction of cattle-breeding, 
metalworking, weaving and, lastly, 
agriculture. just as the wives whom it had 
formerly been so easy to obtain had now 
acquired an exchange value and were 
bought, so also with the forces of labor, 
particularly since the herds had definitely 
become family possessions. The family 
did not multiply so rapidly as the cattle. 
More people were needed to look after 
them; for this purpose use could be made 
of the enemies captured in war, who 
could also be bred just as easily as the 
cattle themselves. 

 
Once it had passed into the private 

possession of families and there rapidly 
begun to augment, this wealth dealt a 
severe blow to the society founded on 
pairing marriage and the matriarchal 
gens. Pairing marriage had brought a 
new element into the family. By the side 
of the natural mother of the child it placed 
its natural and attested father, with a 
better warrant of paternity, probably, than 
that of many “fathers” today. According to 
the division of labor within the family at 
that time, it was the man’s part to obtain 
food and the instruments of labor 
necessary for the purpose. He therefore 
also owned the instruments of labor, and 
in the event of husband and wife 
separating, he took them with him, just as 
she retained her household goods. 
Therefore, according to the social custom 
of the time, the man was also the owner 
of the new source of subsistence, the 
cattle, and later of the new instruments of 
labor, the slaves. But according to the 
custom of the same society, his children 
could not inherit from him. For as regards 
inheritance, the position was as follows: 

 
At first, according to mother-right – so 

long, therefore, as descent was reckoned 
only in the female line – and according to 

the original custom of inheritance within 
the gens, the gentile relatives inherited 
from a deceased fellow member of their 
gens. His property had to remain within 
the gens. His effects being insignificant, 
they probably always passed in practice 
to his nearest gentile relations – that is, to 
his blood relations on the mother's side. 
The children of the dead man, however, 
did not belong to his gens, but to that of 
their mother; it was from her that they 
inherited, at first conjointly with her other 
blood relations, later perhaps with rights 
of priority; they could not inherit from their 
father, because they did not belong to his 
gens, within which his property had to 
remain. When the owner of the herds 
died, therefore, his herds would go first to 
his brothers and sisters and to his sister’s 
children, or to the issue of his mother’s 
sisters. But his own children were 
disinherited. 

 
Thus, on the one hand, in proportion 

as wealth increased, it made the man’s 
position in the family more important than 
the woman’s, and on the other hand 
created an impulse to exploit this 
strengthened position in order to 
overthrow, in favor of his children, the 
traditional order of inheritance. This, 
however, was impossible so long as 
descent was reckoned according to 
mother-right. Mother-right, therefore, had 
to be overthrown, and overthrown it was.” 
(Ibid) 

 
Thus, production conditions impose a 

change in social and property relations. 
The need of father-right inheritance 
imposes itself in order for the widow 
and the children to be able to inherit 
father's goods (also as a claim of the 
children and the woman themselves to 
avoid remaining helpless when the tools, 
cattle, slaves and property that they 
themselves have produced and 
collaborated to obtain disappear) and 
therefore the need to ensure that the 
children belong to this father. As a 
consequence, monogamy for women is 
established, and they are relegated to 
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private home life as a reproduction 
instrument establishing father-right 
inheritance, whereas in parallel the need 
to use more arms for large scale 
agriculture (which is developed after 
cattle) arises, giving birth to slavery. 

 
 “The overthrow of mother-right was 

the world historical defeat of the female 
sex. The man took command in the home 
also; the woman was degraded and 
reduced to servitude, she became the 
slave of his lust and a mere instrument for 
the production of children. This degraded 
position of the woman, especially 
conspicuous among the Greeks of the 
heroic and still more of the classical age, 
has gradually been palliated and glozed 
over, and sometimes clothed in a milder 
form; in no sense has it been abolished. 
The establishment of the exclusive 
supremacy of the man shows its effects 
first in the  patriarchal family, which now 
emerges as an intermediate form. Its 
essential characteristic is not polygyny, of 
which more later, but “the organization of 
a number of persons, bond and free, into 
a family, under paternal power, for the 
purpose of holding lands, and for the care 
of flocks and herds.... (In the Semitic 
form) the chiefs, at least, lived in 
polygamy.... Those held to servitude, and 
those employed as servants, lived in the 
marriage relation.” [Morgan, op. cit., p. 
474]. Its essential features are the 
incorporation of unfree persons, and 
paternal power; hence the perfect type 
of this form of family is the Roman. The 
original meaning of the word “family” 
(familia) is not that compound of 
sentimentality and domestic strife which 
forms the ideal of the present-day 
philistine; among the Romans it did not at 
first even refer to the married pair and 
their children, but only to the slaves. 
Famulus means domestic slave, and 
familia is the total number of slaves 
belonging to one man.” (Ibid) 

Based upon the property form 
emerged from cattle breeding, 
patriarchal family is born. For ancient 
slaves monogamy and the family, in its 

literal sense, did not even exist since they 
belonged to the “family” of the pater 
familias and whatever relation they might 
have among them could be abruptly cut in 
case they were sold and transferred to 
the property of another pater familias. We 
are here not in front of a general domain 
of men over women but of one men, the 
patriarch or dominus, over the rest of men 
and women (men and women slaves, 
sons and daughters and wife). The latter, 
the domina, was also submitted, but at 
the same time she had also an 
undiscussed power over the rest. 
Additionally, custody is also configured in 
the patriarchal family as a right over the 
children, over future heirs, whom can be 
killed, sold (ius vendendi) or abandoned 
(ius exponendi). 

 
With this submission of other men and 

women (slaves) the possibility of an 
“inhuman” treatment towards another 
human being is introduced and together 
with it the seed of class division inside the 
gens. This is the origin of the family: 
famulus, the slaves possessed by the 
patriarch. This patriarchal family will keep 
developing itself towards the single 
monogamous family. Further 
development has generalized slave's 
family as the universal form condemning 
all men and women of the proletarian 
class to the same condition of slaves of 
the capitalist class.  

 
In the owning classes monogamous 

marriage is an economical deal, not the 
basis of free sexual love and polygamy 
exists only in the owning classes. With 
monogamy appears also prostitution 
and adultery which in pairing relation or 
even in group marriages were 
unnecessary or even impossible. Also 
with monogamy appears ablation, burka,  
household domestic violence, etc.  

 
Let's stop here, in the birth of the 

monogamous family, cell of class 
societies, and let us analyze the 
questions that we have proposed for this 
article to set down the fundamentals of 
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the approach which we must have inside 
the capitalist society that we must 
demolish. 

 
The term “patriarchy” is used by many 

feminist groups defining it as “a 
hierarchical social structure, based upon 
a set of ideas, prejudices, symbols, habits 
and even laws regarding women, for 
which male gender dominates and 
oppresses female one” 
(www.stopmachismo.net) which they say 
are in force in capitalism and against 
which women's fight must focus.  

 
A materialist approach of the matter 

must have in mind the basis established 
by Marx in the Preface to A Contribution 
to the Critique of Political Economy: ”In 
the social production of their existence, 
men inevitably enter into definite 
relations, which are independent of their 
will, namely relations of production 
appropriate to a given stage in the 
development of their material forces of 
production. The totality of these 
relations of production constitutes the 
economic structure of society, the real 
foundation, on which arises a legal 
and political superstructure and to 
which correspond definite forms of 
social consciousness.“ 

 
Let's ask ourselves then, do the 

material bases, the production relations, 
which generated patriarchal social 
relations exist? 

 
What is the economical base of the 

patriarchal family and the patriarchy? As 
we have already analyzed, the 
economical base of patriarchy arises from 
the development of cattle breeding and 
large scale agriculture (in relation to the 
dimensions of the time, obviously) and 
the need to use slaves to produce as well 
as the need to ensure the transmission of 
inheritance to one's own children, it is the 
organization of a certain number of 
individuals, free and not free, in a family 
subjected to the paternal power of its 
chief.  

What is the economical base of the 
relations of the current proletarian family? 
Capitalist production relations are 
founded in salary work, in the need to find 
in the market the “free” worker to buy his 
or her labor force and therefore extract 
plusvalue from it, gain, primary and last 
motor of market capitalist societies, 
concentrating salary labor force in big 
cities – the modern disinherited who do 
not have any inheritance to transfer to 
their prole – to feed their armies to 
modern industry organized in the 
production company by company, where 
anarchy of production rules and most 
fierce competition for the conquest of new 
markets, having conquered nowadays the 
entire world and having industrialized also 
agricultural production. These production 
relations make IMPOSSIBLE the 
structure of the patriarchal family such as 
we defined it in its historical and real 
terms. “The bourgeoisie, wherever it has 
got the upper hand, has put an end to all 
feudal, patriarchal, idyllic relations”. 
(Manifesto of the Communist Party, 
1848). In capitalism, for the working 
class, the is no submission to the pater 
familias but a general submission of all 
the working class (men and women) to all 
the bourgeoisie (men and women). 
Domestically, there is no supremacy of 
the “man” but of whoever contributes 
most to the familiar economy, a whole 
series of relations which do not have 
anything to do with the patriarchal family 
are the daily bread of the current 
proletarian family or, better said, of the 
current dissolution of the proletarian 
family. Saying that in capitalism still rule 
the patriarchal social relations is of a 
supreme myopia or a biased lie to deliver 
a part of the proletariat to defend the 
interests of a part of the bourgeoisie 
(bourgeois women) against another, as 
we analyzed in the first part of this article 
with the wrongly called “wage gap”.  

 
 “Sex-love in the relationship with a 

woman becomes, and can only become, 
the real rule among the oppressed 
classes, which means today among the 
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proletariat - whether this relation is 
officially sanctioned or not. But here all 
the foundations of typical monogamy are 
cleared away. Here there is no property, 
for the preservation and inheritance of 
which monogamy and male supremacy 
were established; hence there is no 
incentive to make this male supremacy 
effective. What is more, there are no 
means of making it so. Bourgeois law, 
which protects this supremacy, exists only 
for the possessing class and their 
dealings with the proletarians. The law 
costs money and, on account of the 
worker’s poverty, it has no validity for his 
relation to his wife. Here quite other 
personal and social conditions decide. 
And now that large-scale industry has 
taken the wife out of the home onto the 
labor market and into the factory, and 
made her often the bread-winner of the 
family, no basis for any kind of male 
supremacy is left in the proletarian 
household – except, perhaps, for 
something of the brutality towards women 
that has spread since the introduction of 
monogamy. The proletarian family is 
therefore no longer monogamous in the 
strict sense, even where there is 
passionate love and firmest loyalty on 
both sides, and maybe all the blessings of 
religious and civil authority. Here, 
therefore, the eternal attendants of 
monogamy, hetaerism and adultery, play 
only an almost vanishing part. The wife 
has in fact regained the right to dissolve 
the marriage, and if two people cannot 
get on with one another, they prefer to 
separate. In short, proletarian marriage is 
monogamous in the etymological sense 
of the word, but not at all in its historical 
sense.” (Ibid) 

 
The isolation of the woman in the 

private home environment – another 
basic element of the patriarchal family – 
is a premise of the social organization in 
capitalism? No way. In relation to the 
place woman holds in capitalism, since 
the beginning of capitalism with the 
development of modern industry woman 
is removed, at least the proletarian 

woman, from the private home 
environment in order to become part of 
social production, (becoming part of the 
wage working mass bound and subject to 
the exploiting yoke of capital).  

 
“In the old communistic household, 

which comprised many couples and 
their children, the task entrusted to the 
women of managing the household 
was as much a public and socially 
necessary industry as the procuring of 
food by the men. With the patriarchal 
family, and still more with the single 
monogamous family, a change came. 
Household management lost its public 
character. It no longer concerned society. 
It became a private service; the wife 
became the head servant, excluded from 
all participation in social production. Not 
until the coming of modern large-scale 
industry was the road to social 
production opened to her again – and 
then only to the proletarian wife. (…) 

 
The emancipation of woman will only 

be possible when woman can take part in 
production on a large, social scale, and 
domestic work no longer claims anything 
but an insignificant amount of her time. 
And only now has that become 
possible through modern large-scale 
industry, which does not merely permit 
of the employment of female labor 
over a wide range, but positively 
demands it, while it also tends towards 
ending private domestic labor by 
changing it more and more into a 
public industry.” (Ibid.) 

 
The incorporation of the proletarian 

woman in the workload armies of 
capitalist production is being happening 
ever since its beginning, as well as child 
labor. 

 
“The employment of the wife 

dissolves the family utterly and of 
necessity, and this dissolution, in our 
present society, which is based upon 
the family, brings the most 
demoralising consequences for 
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parents as well as children. A mother 
who has no time to trouble herself about 
her child, to perform the most ordinary 
loving services for it during its first year, 
who scarcely indeed sees it, can be no 
real mother to the child, must inevitably 
grow indifferent to it, treat it unlovingly like 
a stranger. The children who grow up 
under such conditions are utterly ruined 
for later family life, can never feel at home 
in the family which they themselves 
found, because they have always been 
accustomed to isolation, and they 
contribute therefore to the already 
general undermining of the family in the 
working-class. A similar dissolution of the 
family is brought about by the 
employment of the children. When they 
get on far enough to earn more than they 
cost their parents from week to week, 
they begin to pay the parents a fixed sum 
for board and lodging, and keep the rest 
for themselves. (…) In a word, the 
children emancipate themselves, and 
regard the paternal dwelling as a lodging-
house, which they often exchange for 
another, as suits them. 

 
In many cases the family is not wholly 

dissolved by the employment of the wife, 
but turned upside down. The wife 
supports the family, the husband sits at 
home, tends the children, sweeps the 
room and cooks. This case happens very 
frequently; in Manchester alone, many 
hundred such men could be cited, 
condemned to domestic occupations. It is 
easy to imagine the wrath aroused 
among the working-men by this reversal 
of all relations within the family, while the 
other social conditions remain 
unchanged. (…)  

 
If the reign of the wife over the 

husband, as inevitably brought about 
by the factory system, is inhuman, the 
pristine rule of the husband over the 
wife must have been inhuman too. If 
the wife can now base her supremacy 
upon the fact that she supplies the 
greater part, nay, the whole of the 
common possession, the necessary 

inference is that this community of 
possession is no true and rational one, 
since one member of the family boasts 
offensively of contributing the greater 
share. If the family of our present 
society is being thus dissolved, this 
dissolution merely shows that, at 
bottom, the binding tie of this family 
was not family affection, but private 
interest lurking under the cloak of a 
pretended community of possessions. 
The same relation exists on the part of 
those children who support unemployed 
parents when they do not directly pay 
board as already referred to.” (Condition 
of the working class in England, Engels, 
1845) 

 
This forced suppression of the family 

for the proletariat generates necessarily 
inside capitalism a whole series of 
problems, explosions and violences in the 
household. Why? Because capitalism 
dissolves necessarily the family 
incorporating all its members to 
production (in the only way this can 
happen in capitalism, that is, through 
salary slavery and precariousness, 
fluctuation and uncertainness inherent to 
it, which alternate the overexploitation in 
the workplace with forced unemployment) 
and merchandising all the functions of the 
old household (kindergarten, school, food 
restaurants for the working class, 
retirement houses, cleaning, etc.) but it 
cannot end up consequently with the 
isolation of the household: it needs to 
maintain the dissolved familiar nucleus for 
the working class because of 
reproductive needs, it needs to keep 
selling to each familiar unit its 
corresponding washing machine, 
television, etc.  

 
However, the living conditions of the 

proletariat are based in the absence of 
time to be with the couple and children, in 
the anxiety to survive until the end of the 
month, in the tire and diseases produced 
by work and in having to go to work while 
being ill, need to use generic medicines, 
obsolete treatments, waiting lists, living in 
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absolute precariousness, uncertainness, 
frustration and exploitation.  

 
The insufficiency or the absence of 

salary is the source of the problem of 
feeding, housing, clothing, education of 
the children, health care, insufficiency of 
the pensions or the unemployment 
allowance, public transportation, 
insecurity in the streets, etc. The source 
of all our problems is the economical and 
social system of salary work. And this is 
also the source of the subjection of a part 
of the couple (or of the family) to the other 
since the part that does not earn a salary 
depends on the other since the binding tie 
of this family was not family affection, but 
private interest lurking under the cloak of 
a pretended community of possessions. 
This is the source of the violence that is 
lived when enclosing in the unstructured 
private household all those worries, 
oppressions and frustrations which also 
derive from the fact that the working class 
is constantly bombed by the means of the 
television, pornography, series, programs, 
publicity and the general environment of 
an ideal life, in couple, family, work, 
sexual relations, aesthetic models, which 
are mere illusion, and which maintain it 
narcotized, generalizing diseases like 
anorexia and bulimia among others, and 
that does not take form in the material 
reality in which they have to live; 
ideological propaganda of the bourgeoisie 
which in the capitalist mercantile regime 
is produced and consumed at the same 
rhythm in which are produced the rest of 
the merchandises. 

 
The bourgeoisie is focused specifically 

even in an insisting way in a part of the 
household violence, the so-called “gender 
or macho violence”, creating a category 
apart even of the violence that the 
bourgeoisie itself denominates as 
domestic, writing this type of violence 
almost in capital letters, focusing the 
question again in the relations between 
men and women as if the oppression and 
suffocation in which the bourgeoisie 
subjects the proletariat did not have 

anything to do in the relations which as a 
consequence the proletariat has, 
generating again the abstract figure and 
above any class antagonism of the 
woman subject to the man. 

 
We have already demonstrated that 

all those deaths do not have to do with 
the so-called existence of the patriarchal 
family but precisely with the dissolution of 
the family for the working class. We must 
say that the solution of these situations is 
not a reactionary return to previous forms 
of family; in the same way that the 
overcoming of the privation of all property 
for the working class does not pass 
through the reactionary claim of already 
expired property forms, but through the 
complete abolition of private property. If 
we observe the violence that occurs in 
the domestic household we will see that 
the so-called domestic violence also 
happens between children and parents 
(and viceversa) and towards the elder 
relatives as well as against men. 
 
“«Only in 2013 4.659 processes were 
initiated against youngsters older than 14 
years for this type of events, being 
Andalusia, Valencia and Catalonia, the 
regions which concentrated most of it», 
highlights Javier Urra, clinical director of 
Recurra-Ginso and president of the 
Spanish Society for the Study of Filio-
Parental Violence (Sevifip).” (ABC, 11-02-
2015). “More than 700 elder suffered 
mistreatments at home in 2013. The cases 
detected by the Mossos (Catalan police) 
grew 10% in two years. Experts alert that 
real number is much higher due to 
isolation of the victims. The Department 
of Interior admits lack of means to fight 
against mistreatment.”(El País, 16-04-
2014). “According to the Report over 
domestic violence of the General Council 
of Judicial Power of 2011 (no more recent 
data are offered), 7 men died murdered 
by their couples or former couples in front 
of 62 women in the same period. 25% 
(1.408) of the denounces of domestic 
violence of 2011 correspond to men 
mistreated by their couples.” (Europa 
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Press, 12-06-2015). “In 2012, almost half 
million people (437.000) lost their lives 
because of guilty murders all over the 
world. (…) at a global level, two thirds of 
the victims of murder committed by 
intimate partners or relatives are women 
(43.600 in 2012) and a third (20.000) are 
men.” (World Report over Homicide, 
UNODC, 2013) 

 
To those situations, we have to add up 

a series of addictions in which the 
proletariat falls in order to be able to 
handle the misery life and which at the 
same time increase the situations of 
violence in the household. “Heroin 
consumption in the USA grew 80% between 
2007 and 2012”(El País, 4-2-2014); 
“According to data from the Ministry of 
Health Care, anxiolytics are the most 
consumed drug after tobacco and 
alcohol, and over: more than 15% of 
women and 7,6% of men declared its 
consumption in 2011 in the domiciliary 
inquire on drugs and alcohol in Spain 
(Edades). In 2005, percentages were 
6,7% and 3,5%, respectively” (La 
Vanguardia, 22-3-2013).“The number of 
patients who started to take drugs as 
teenagers grew 10% in 2013. Even 
though most of patients who require 
treatment for toxic addictions started to 
consume between  15 and 18 years, in 
the last exercise the number of patients 
who started consuming between 11 and 
14 grew 10% (…).”(El País, Comunidad 
Valenciana,  24-04-2014) 

 
Who is the responsible of this 

situation? “It is morally and physically 
inevitable that, under such 
circumstances, a very large number of 
working-men should fall into 
intemperance. And apart from the chiefly 
physical influences which drive the 
working-man into drunkenness, there is 
the example of the great mass, the 
neglected education, the impossibility of 
protecting the young from temptation, in 
many cases the direct influence of 
intemperate parents, who give their own 
children liquor, the certainty of forgetting 

for an hour or two the wretchedness and 
burden of life, and a hundred other 
circumstances so mighty that the workers 
can, in truth, hardly be blamed for yielding 
to such overwhelming pressure. 
Drunkenness has here ceased to be a 
vice, for which the vicious can be held 
responsible; it becomes a phenomenon, 
the necessary, inevitable effect of certain 
conditions upon an object possessed of 
no volition in relation to those conditions.” 
(Condition of the working class in 
England, Engels, 1845) 

 
While the bourgeoisie and the petty-

bourgeoisie play in the black chronicle 
pages with the miseries that burst in the 
households of the proletarians or of those 
who have been thrown to the situation of 
the lumpen-proletariat;  silences and 
covers the massive murder of 
proletarians in the exploitation places.  

The IWO published in 27-04-2015 
that: Every day 6.300 people die 
because of accidents or diseases 
related to work – more than 2,3 million 
deaths per year. Annually more than 317 
million work accidents occur (...)” ¡2,3 
million labor murders every year and 
317 million wounded in the big world 
exploitation machine! 

 
This rotten bourgeois organ 

impudently adds: “a lot of these accidents 
result in labor absentism. The cost of this 
daily adversity is enormous and the 
economical charge of bad safety and 
health practices is estimated in a 4 per 
cent of the global Gross Interior Product 
every year.” This is the only reason why 
they lose their time counting the deaths of 
the working class as result of the 
exploitation, to convince the bourgeoisie 
itself that it would be more profitable for 
them to exploit killing less. 

 
The same statistics of the IWO for 

2000 identified the number of labor 
murders as 2 million, that is, that 
nowadays 300.000 proletarians more 
every year than before the crisis. 
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Let's remember the world murder 
statistics in 2012 that we brought up 
before: 

 
“In 2012, almost half million people 

(437.000) lost their lives because of guilty 
murders all over the world. (…) at a 
global level, two thirds of the victims of 
murder committed by intimal partners or 
relatives are women (43.600 in 2012) and 
a third (20.000) are men.” (World Report 
over Homicide, UNODC, 2013) 

 
2,3 million labor murders on the one 

side and 437.000 guilty murders, among 
which 63.600 murders in the household 
environment, on the other, among which 
2/3 has women as victims (43.600) and 
1/3 men (20.000). To this we must add 
the deaths of military conflicts: “175.000 
deaths in armed conflicts in 2014. The 
total of deaths last year in armed conflicts 
all over the world grew 35% in 
comparison with 2013” (Estrella Digital, 9-
10-2015) 

 
Hence inescapably an obvious 

conclusion is drawn: capitalism is a 
deciduous system, which distills violence 
through all its pores and which is guilty of 
all those deaths, as well as are 
accomplices of all of them those who 
defend or intend to reform this murder 
and criminal system. 

 
But whichever worker, woman or man, 

can additionally compare the magnitude 
orders of this data and afterwards think 
through about the fuss and insistence in 
which some are presented while others 
are silenced. Why do we have a 
generalized campaign supported by all 
the media of the bourgeoisie about the 
43.600 and instead there is absolute 
silence in relation to the 2,3 million?   

 
Because the bourgeoisie and the 

petty-bourgeoisie can profit from the 
broadcast of the miseries of the working 
class that they condemn to this life of 
misery: it can seed division inside the 
working class itself, it can tie ideologically 

working class women to bourgeois class 
women, it can increase interclassism, it 
can hold a moralist approach of the 
matter separating it from the material 
conditions, which determinate them, etc. 
On the other side, they need to hide to 
these same proletarians, men and 
women, how many fellow workers, men 
and women, fall every year as a direct 
consequence of exploitation (2,3 million) 
and how many others (317 million) are 
wounded in the working place. 

 
“When one individual inflicts bodily 

injury upon another such injury that death 
results, we call the deed manslaughter; 
when the assailant knew in advance that 
the injury would be fatal, we call his deed 
murder. But when society places 
hundreds of proletarians in such a 
position that they inevitably meet a too 
early and an unnatural death, one which 
is quite as much a death by violence as 
that by the sword or bullet; when it 
deprives thousands of the necessaries of 
life, places them under conditions in 
which they cannot live – forces them, 
through the strong arm of the law, to 
remain in such conditions until that death 
ensues which is the inevitable 
consequence – knows that these 
thousands of victims must perish, and yet 
permits these conditions to remain, its 
deed is murder just as surely as the deed 
of the single individual; disguised, 
malicious murder, murder against which 
none can defend himself, which does not 
seem what it is, because no man sees 
the murderer, because the death of the 
victim seems a natural one, since the 
offence is more one of omission than of 
commission. But murder it remains.” 
(Condition of the working class in 
England, Engels, 1845) 

 
As we said, the cause of all those 

deaths is the murder regime of the 
capitalist mercantile production, the Beast 
without soul and even without life, but 
which devours and kills living work, the 
work of living beings and for living beings, 
that imposes the fratricidal competence 
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among workers which have to ensure that 
they can sell their labor force and thus 
guarantee that they get to the end of the 
month, that imposes the increase of 
rhythms, tasks and extenuating working 
days, that imposes the decrease of the 
global costs of work reducing the 
unemployment allowances, pensions, 
health care and education…and that 
keeps the working class inside the limits 
of a disassembled and impossible (for it) 
family because of the mercantile 
necessity not only to produce and sell by 
units all the consumption products of the 
proletariat but that every familiar unit 
produces the slaves of the future, forcing 
to enclose all those miseries and 
demoralizations in the walls of the 
domestic household without the 
possibility to understand its real causes.  

 
“There is, therefore, no cause for 

surprise if the workers, treated as brutes, 
actually become such; or if they can 
maintain their consciousness of manhood 
only by cherishing the most glowing 
hatred, the most unbroken inward 
rebellion against the bourgeoisie in 
power. They are men so long only as they 
burn with wrath against the reigning 
class. They become brutes the moment 
they bend in patience under the yoke, 
and merely strive to make life endurable 
while abandoning the effort to break the 
yoke. (…) Verily, this they can do only 
under glowing hatred towards their 
oppressors, and towards that order of 
things which places them in such a 
position, which degrades them to 
machines.” (Condition of the working 
class in England, Engels, 1845) 

 
In the absence of a true class struggle 

for the overthrow of capitalism and the 
removal of all the miseries that it 
produces, all those miseries are 
concentrated and burst in this domestic 
household of the oppressed class and 
anxious under the yoke of this 
exploitation system, for the rejoice of the 
bourgeoisie that gives moral lessons to 
the working class to hide the massive 

murder carried out by its criminal system. 
Only the proletariat, organized in class 

and therefore in political party can 
carry out this overthrow of the bourgeois 
society, through revolutionary violence 
against the exploiting class and through 
its dictatorship of the proletariat, and in 
its struggle for a species society will 
not allow behaviors inherited from the 
rotten capitalism which are aimed to 
damage the social organism, in which 
we list household violence inherited 
from class societies, sexist behaviors, 
harassment and the harming use of 
toxic substances for the body. 

 
This intransigence towards 

behaviors belonging to class societies 
– including household domestic 
violence – is not something the 
communists leave for a posthumous 
future, even though they know the 
material sources that produce these 
behaviors conform capitalism and 
therefore the first cannot be definitively 
removed without abolishing the latter. 
Even the movement of economic 
struggle, class unionism, cannot develop 
itself without intransigently excluding 
those behaviors. However, this exclusion 
and struggle against those behaviors are 
only possible in a consequent manner in 
the framework of class hatred against the 
existing conditions, in the framework of 
the anticapitalist struggle and the fight for  
communism. 

 
So: in what sense does the 

interclassist propaganda which speaks 
about “patriarchy” and “feminicide” act? It 
acts in the sense of castrating this class 
hatred and ideologically tieing the 
proletarian women with the bourgeois and 
petty-bourgeois women, in the sense of 
introducing the division inside the working 
class. That is, it acts in the sense of 
castrating the only thing that can fight 
here and now against all those miseries 
in the domestic household and remove 
them definitively with the overthrow of 
capitalism. And, hence, it is an accessory 
of all those deaths and mistreatments 
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whose cause it pretends to hold. 
 
As always, feminism pretends 

possessing a more complete, more 
dedicated, more specific solution of the 
woman question, but it reveals itself as 
mere bourgeois and petty-bourgeois 
propaganda which maintains interclassist 
“particular questions” to introduce division 
inside the working class and identify 
sectors of this very class with sectors of 
the owner and exploiting class. Doing so, 
it attacks the very possibility of destroying 
capitalism and, therefore, under the alibi 
of favoring its liberation more specifically, 
it condemns women (and men) workers 
to slavery both of salary work and 
domestic household work; thus showing 
feminism as a practical accessory to all 
that it uses as pretext to exist. 

 
Precisely the task of communists is 

pointing to the real guilty: capitalist 
system; fighting, in all the demonstrations 
of the immediate struggle of the working 
class, the sexist behaviors and violence 
among female and male fellow workers 
(also, albeit not only, violence that 
happens in the domestic household) and 
fighting at the same time the ideological 
positions that bring interclassism and the 
falsification fo the true class stances. 

 
In the historical arch, reproductive 

tasks were in the center of social life 
while productive forces were little 
developed. With the development of 
cattle and agriculture, on the one side 
appeared the possibility and on the other 
side the need of fractioning the primitive 
communist household, relegating 
domestic household to a second plane, 
thus isolating and subjecting those who 
accomplished these tasks. The further 
development of the productive forces, 
and specifically in the great industry, has 
pulled the proletarian woman off this 
relegated household catapulting her 
again to the center of social life 
incorporating her to production and class 
struggle. This same development of the 
productive forces acts in the sense of 

socializing the domestic household itself, 
which for the rest is already dissolved for 
the working class, but in an 
inconsequential manner subjected to the 
mercantile necessity. With communist 
revolution, when reproduction and not 
only production embodies a social 
character, all members of society will 
participate in it and therefore familiar and 
“home” charges will not be so and 
reproductive tasks will not be relegate to 
the private household but put again, in a 
superior manner, in the center of social 
life. 

 
Only through the overthrow by means 

of the world proletarian revolution the 
hurdles that capitalist mercantile society 
opposes to the development of the 
productive forces and social production 
by means of private benefit and the need 
of gain really human relation will be able 
to be established in society and, in this 
overthrow, family such as we inherited it 
from societies divided in classes will 
undergo the same fate than the rest of 
the scaffolding of capitalism from which 
not even a stone will be left. And only 
then, all the miseries and violences that 
are triggered in the domestic household 
of the exploited and oppressed in this 
society will disappear, because 
oppression, exploitation and the domestic 
household itself will be removed. 

 
“Notwithstanding all the laws 

emancipating woman, she continues to 
be a domestic slave, because petty 
housework crushes, strangles, stultifies 
and degrades her, chains her to the 
kitchen and the nursery, and she wastes 
her labor on barbarously unproductive, 
petty, nerve-racking, stultifying and 
crushing drudgery. The real 
emancipation of women, real 
communism, will begin only where and 
when an all-out struggle begins (led by 
the proletariat wielding the state 
power) against this petty 
housekeeping, or rather when its 
wholesale transformation into a large-
scale socialist economy begins.  
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(…) Public catering establishments, 
nurseries, kindergartens -- here we 
have examples of these shoots, here 
we have the simple, everyday means, 
involving nothing pompous, 
grandiloquent or ceremonial, which 
can really emancipate women, really 
lessen and abolish their inequality 
with men as regards their role in social 
production and public life. These 
means are not new, they (like all the 
material prerequisites for socialism) were 
created by large-scale capitalism. But 
under capitalism they remained, first, a 
rarity, and secondly—which is particularly 
important —either profit-making 
enterprises, with all the worst features of 
speculation, profiteering, cheating and 
fraud, or "acrobatics of bourgeois charity", 
which the best workers rightly hated and 
despised.” (Lenin, A Great Beginning, 
1919). 

 
“The emancipation of woman will only 

be possible when woman can take part in 
production on a large, social scale, and 
domestic work no longer claims anything 
but an insignificant amount of her time. 
And only now has that become 
possible through modern large-scale 
industry, which does not merely permit 
of the employment of female labor 
over a wide range, but positively 
demands it, while it also tends towards 
ending private domestic labor by 
changing it more and more into a 
public industry.” (Condition of the 
working class in England, Engels, 1845) 

 
 “We are now approaching a social 

revolution in which the economic 
foundations of monogamy as they have 
existed hitherto will disappear just as 
surely as those of its complement-
prostitution. Monogamy arose from the 
concentration of considerable wealth 
in the hands of a single individuals 
man-and from the need to bequeath 
this wealth to the children of that man 
and of no other. For this purpose, the 
monogamy of the woman was required, 
not that of the man, so this monogamy of 

the woman did not in any way interfere 
with open or concealed polygamy on the 
part of the man. But by transforming by 
far the greater portion, at any rate, of 
permanent, heritable wealth – the 
means of production – into social 
property, the coming social revolution 
will reduce to a minimum all this 
anxiety about bequeathing and 
inheriting. (…) 

 
In any case, therefore, the position of 

men will be very much altered. But the 
position of women, of all women, also 
undergoes significant change. With the 
transfer of the means of production 
into common ownership, the single 
family ceases to be the economic unit 
of society. Private housekeeping is 
transformed into a social industry. The 
care and education of the children 
becomes a public affair; society looks 
after all children alike, whether they 
are legitimate or not. (…) 

 
What we can now conjecture about 

the way in which sexual relations will be 
ordered after the impending overthrow of 
capitalist production is mainly of a 
negative character, limited for the most 
part to what will disappear. But what will 
there be new? That will be answered 
when a new generation has grown up: a 
generation of men who never in their lives 
have known what it is to buy a woman’s 
surrender with money or any other social 
instrument of power; a generation of 
women who have never known what it is 
to give themselves to a man from any 
other considerations than real love, or to 
refuse to give themselves to their lover 
from fear of the economic consequences. 
When these people are in the world, they 
will care precious little what anybody 
today thinks they ought to do” (The origin 
of the Family, Private Property and the 
State, Engels) 
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THE HISTORICAL «INVARIANCE» OF MARXISM 

Fisrt part of the Meeting of Milan, September the 7th 1952  

Published in “Sul Filo del Tempo”, May 1953 

 

 1.– The term «Marxism» is used not in the sense of a doctrine discovered and 
introduced by the individual Karl Marx, but to refer to a doctrine that arises with modern 
industrial proletariat and that  «accompanies» it in the whole course of a social 
revolution; and we conserve the term «Marxism» in spite of the vast speculation field 
and of the exploitation of it by a whole series of antirevolutionary movements.  

 2.– Marxism, in its only valid meaning, counts today three main groups of 
adversaries. First group: bourgeoisies that sustain as definitive the capitalist mercantile 
type of economy and as illusory its historical overcoming with the socialist production 
mode, and that coherently integrally refuse the doctrine of economical determinism 
and class struggle. Second group: the so-called Stalinist communists, who declare 
accepting the Marxist historical and economical doctrine, but which propose and 
defend, even in the developed capitalist countries, non-revolutionary claims, identical, 
or even worse, to the political ones (democracy) and economical (popular 
progressivism) of traditional reformists. Third group: the declared supporters of the 
revolutionary doctrine and method who, however, attribute its current abandonment by 
most of the proletariat to initial defects and gaps in the theory, which, consequently, 
should be rectified and updated.  

 Deniers–fakers–updaters. We fight all three and consider that today the last 
ones are the worst ones.  

 3.– The history of the Marxist left, of radical Marxism, more specifically, that of 
Marxism, consists in the successive resistances to all the  revisionism «waves» that 
attacked different points of the doctrine and the method, ever since its organic and 
monolithic formation that can be placed with the Manifesto of 1848. In other texts we 
have reminded the history of these fights in the three historical Internationals against 
utopists, labourists, libertarians, reformist and gradualist social-democrats, left-wing 
and right-wing unionists, social-patriots, and today national-communists and or popular 
communists. This struggle has covered the field of four generations and in its different 
phases, it does not belong to a series of names, but to a well defined and compact 
school, and, in its historical sense, to a well defined party.  

 4.– This difficult and long fight would lose its link with the future  resumption of 
the revolution if, instead of drawing from it the lesson of the «invariance», the banal 
idea that states that Marxism is a theory in  «continuous historical development» 
that can be modified in the course and the teachings of the events were accepted. This 
is, invariably, the justification of all the treasons whose experiences have been 
accumulated, as well as all the revolutionary defeats.  

 5.– The materialist denial that a theoretical «system» emerged in a given 
moment (or even worse, emerged in the mind and ordered in the work of a specific 
man, thinker or historical chief, or both things at the same time) could contain 
irrevocably all the course of the historical future, its rules and principles, must not be 
understood in the sense that there do not exist systems of stable principles for a very 
long historical course. On the contrary, its stability and resistance to be damaged, or 
even «improved», is a main element of force of the «social class» to whom they 
belong and whose historical task and interests they reflect. The succession of such 
systems and doctrine and praxis assembles is not linked to men that mark the periods, 
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but to the succession of the «production modes», that is, of the types of material 
organization of life of human communities.  

 6.– In spite of having acknowledged openly as wrong the formal content of the 
doctrine assembles of all big historical courses, dialectic materialism does not deny 
with it that they had been necessary in their epoch, and it imagines even less that the 
error could have been avoided with better thoughts of wise men or law makers, and 
that they could have noticed before their errors and perform their rectifications. Evey 
system contains its own explanation and its own existing reason in its cycle, and the 
most meaningful of them are those with best organicity that have been able to keep 
unaltered in the course of large struggles.  

 7.– According to Marxism, no continuous and gradual process in history exists in 
what has to do (first of all) with the organization of the productive resources, but a 
whole series of distinct and successive jumps forward that deeply and from the roots 
revolutionize the whole economical and social apparatus. They are real cataclysms, 
disasters, quick crises in which everything changes in a brief period of time, while it 
stayed unchanged during a very long period; they are crises like the ones of the 
physical world, of the stars of the cosmos, of geology and the phylogenesis of living 
organisms itself.  

 8.– Being class ideology a superstructure of the modes of production, it is also 
not formed by the regular gathering of knowledge grains; it appears in the tearing of a 
violent clash and it guides the class that it represents, in a substantially monolithic and 
stable way, for a long series of struggles and attempts, until the next critical phase, 
until the next historical revolution.  

 9.– The doctrines of capitalism, precisely, when justifying the social revolutions 
of the past until the bourgeois revolution, affirmed that, from then on, history would 
progress in a gradual elevation way with no more social catastrophes, since ideological 
systems, gradually evolving, would absorb the flux of new conquests of pure and 
applied wisdom. Marxism demonstrated the fallacy of such a vision of the future.  

 10.– Marxism itself cannot be a doctrine that is being depicted every day with 
new inputs and with the substitution of chunks (better said, of mends and patches!), 
since it still is, in spite of being the last one, one of the doctrines that are a weapon of a 
dominated and exploited class which must revolutionize social relations, and that, by 
doing so, is in a thousand ways the object of the conservative influences of the forms 
and traditional ideologies belonging to the enemy classes.  

 11.– Even being able already today –or, even, ever since the proletariat 
appeared in the big historical scene– to glimpse the history of the already classless 
future society and, therefore, already with no revolutions, it must be affirmed that, 
during the very long period that will lead to it, the revolutionary class will be able to 
fulfill its task only if it acts in the whole course of the tremendous fight using a doctrine 
and a method which stay stable and stabilized in a monolithic program, no matter how 
many supporters there are and what the result of the phases and the social clashes 
are.  

 12.– Consequently, even though the ideological endowment of the revolutionary 
working class is no more revelation, myth or idealism as it is for the precedent classes, 
but positive «science», it has the need, however, of a stable formulation of its 
principles, and even of its action rules, which fulfills the role and has the decisive 
efficiency that dogmas, catechisms, tables, constitutions and guide-books such as the 
Vedas, the Talmud, the Bible, the Koran or the Declarations of Rights have had in the 
past. The deep substantial and formal errors that those compilations contain have not 
removed from them their great organizational and social force (revolutionary first, after 
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counterrevolutionary, in dialectical succession); moreover, in many cases, those 
«misdirections» have precisely contributed to conform this force.  

 13.– Precisely, since Marxism denies any sense to the search of  «absolute 
truth» and does not see in the doctrine a fact of the eternal spirit or the abstract 
reason, but a working «instrument» and a fighting «weapon», it requires that in the 
peak of the effort and in the height of the battle neither the instrument nor the weapon 
are to be abandoned, in order to be «repaired», but that they will only win in times of 
peace and times of war brandishing from the beginning good tools and weapons.  

 14.– A new doctrine cannot appear in any historical moment, but there are 
specific epochs in history, very peculiar –and even very rare–, in which they can 
appear as a blinding light beam; if the crucial moment has not been recognized and 
the sight has not been stared at the terrible light it is vain to resort to sail ropes with 
which the pedant academician or the faithless fighter open their way.  

 15.– For the modern working class which was formed in the first countries of big 
capitalist industrial development, the shadows were torn slightly before the middle of 
the past century. The integral doctrine in which we believe, in which we must and want 
to believe, had then all the data to be formed and describe a course of centuries 
(which will be verified and clinched after huge fights). Or this position will be valid or 
the doctrine will be convicted of falseness, but then the declaration of the appearance 
of a new class with an own character, program and revolutionary function in history will 
have been an empty assertion. Consequently, whoever starts to substitute essential 
parts, theses or articles of the Marxist «corpus» which we possess from almost a 
century ago destroys its might in a worse way than that who completely renegades and 
proclaims its abortion.  

 16.– The «explosive» period, in which the novelty of the new claim itself turns it 
clear and provides sharp limits to it, is followed by a period whose particularity can be 
and is of such stability due to the chronic character acquired by the situations, that no 
improvement or enforcement of the so-called class «conscience» is obtained, but an 
involution and a degeneration of it. The whole history of Marxism proves that the 
moments in which class struggle intensifies are those in which theory returned with 
memorable assertions to its origins and to its integral expression: it is enough to 
remind the Paris Commune, the Bolshevik revolution and the first post-world war in the 
West. 

 17.– The principle of the historical invariance of the doctrines which reflect the 
task of the protagonist classes, and even that of the powerful returns to the original 
tables, is applied to all the great historical courses. Such principle is opposed to the 
chatty supposition that every generation and every station of the intellectual fashion is 
more powerful than the previous one, to the dumb cliché of the continuous and 
incessant advance of the civil progress, and to other similar bourgeois prejudices 
which very few of those who call themselves Marxists truly lack.  

 18.– All the myths express this, and mainly the myths of the half gods-half men, 
or the wise men that had an interview with the Supreme Being. It is nonsense to mock 
such representations, only Marxism has allowed finding their real and material 
infrastructures. Rama, Moses, Christ, Mohammad, all those prophets and heroes who 
open centuries of history of the various peoples, are different expressions of this real 
fact which corresponds to an enormous jump in the «production mode». In the pagan 
myth, wisdom, that is, Minerva, does not come out of Jupiter brains due to the dictates 
of entire volumes to unstable scriveners, but thanks to the hammer blow of the worker-
god Vulcan, who was called in order to relieve an irrepressible headache. At the other 
side of history, and in front of the enlightened doctrine of the new Goddess Reason, 
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Gracchus Babeuf will rise as a giant, rough in its theoretical presentation, to say that 
the material physical force enables more advance than the reason and the knowledge.  

 19.– Examples of restorers against revisionist degenerations also do not lack, 
such as Francis of Assisi in relation to Christ when the Christianity born for the social 
redemption of the humble settles in the court of the medieval lords; such as the 
Gracchi against Brutus; and such as so many times had to be the precursors of a class 
to come in regards to the revolutionaries which renegade of the heroic phase of the 
preceding struggles: struggles in France in 1831, 1848, 1849 and other countless 
phases in all Europe.  

 20.– We sustain that all great recent events are more categorical and integral 
confirmations of the Marxist theory and forecast. We are referring mainly to the points 
that provoked, once again, the great desertions of the class field and that have 
confused even those who judge the Stalinist positions as completely opportunist. 
Those points are the appearance of centralized and totalitarian capitalist forms (both in 
the economical and the political field), led economy, State capitalism, open bourgeois 
dictatorships; and, on the other side, the Russian and Asian development process from 
the social and political point of view. We see, then, the confirmation of our doctrine as 
well as its birth in a monolithic form in a crucial period.  

 21.– Whoever succeeded opposing Marxist theory to the historical events of this 
volcanic period would prove that it is completely wrong, that it has completely failed, 
and, with it, any attempt to deduce from the economical relations the main lines of the 
historical course. At the same time, it would succeed in proving that, in any phase, 
events constrain to establish new deductions, explanations and theories, and to 
accept, consequently, the possibility to propose new and different means of action.  

 22.– An illusory way out for the difficulties of the moment would be admitting that 
the basis theory should remain changeable and that precisely today would be the 
moment to launch new chapters of it, so that, as a result of such act of thought, the 
unfavorable situation would revert.  

 Additionally, it is an aberration that this task is assumed by little groups with 
derisory forces and, even worse, solved through a free discussion that parodies in a 
Lilliputian scale bourgeois parliamentarism and the famous clash of individual opinions, 
which is not a fresh new resort but an old nonsense.  

 23.– This is a moment of maximum depression of the curve of revolutionary 
potential; therefore, it is entire decades far from the moments fit to give birth to original 
historical theories. At this moment, which lacks any close perspectives of a great social 
shock, it is not even a logical fact of the situation of political disintegration of the world 
proletarian class, but it is logical that only small groups are able to maintain the 
historical leading string of the great revolutionary course, extended as an arch between 
two social revolutions, given that such groups demonstrate that they do not wish to 
spread anything original and stick to the traditional formulations of Marxism.  

 24.– Criticism, doubt and judgment of all the old well consolidated conceptions 
were vigorous elements of the great modern bourgeois revolution that charged with 
gigantic waves against natural sciences, social order and political and military powers, 
to advance afterwards and lean out with much lower iconoclastic impulse against the 
sciences of human society and the historical course. Precisely, this was the result of a 
period of deep shock which had a foot in the feudal and agrarian middle ages and 
another in the modern industrial and capitalist society. Criticism was the effect and not 
the cause of the huge and complex fight.  
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 25.– Doubt and control of individual conscience are an expression of the 
bourgeois reform against the compact tradition and authority of the Christian Church, 
and they were translated in the most hypocritical puritanism which, with the banner of 
the bourgeois conformity to religious morality or individual right, promoted and 
protected the new class dominance and the new form of subjection of the masses. The 
way of the proletarian revolution is opposed, in which individual conscience is nothing 
and unitary direction of collective action is everything.  

 26.– When Marx stated in the famous theses on Feuerbach that  philosophers 
had sufficiently interpreted the world and that the point now was to change it, he did 
not mean that the will of transforming determines the fact of the transformation, but 
that first came the transformation determined by the clash of the collective forces, and 
only after the critical conscience of it in the individuals. These do not act due to a 
decision matured by each one of them, but due to the influences that precede science 
and conscience.  

 The pass from the weapon of the critics to the critics of the weapons precisely 
displaces everything from the thinking subject to the militant mass, so that not only 
rifles and canyons, but also that real instrument which is the common doctrine of the 
party, uniform, monolithic and constant, to which we are all submitted and linked, 
becomes a weapon, finishing with the chatty and know-it-all arguing. 

 

Program of the International Communist Party 

(1951) 

 The fundamental of the doctrine are the guidelines of the historical materialism 
and the critical communism of Marx and Engels, formulated in The Manifesto of the 
Communists, in The Capital and in their other fundamental works, base of the 
constitution of the Communist International in 1919, of the Communist Party of Italy in 
1921, and contained in the points of the program of the party published in «Battaglia 
Comunista», number 1 from 1951 and republished several times in «Il Programma 
Comunista».  

 

 We transcribe here the text of the program:  

 

 The International Communist Party is constituted upon the basis of the following 
principles, established in Livorno in 1921 in the foundation of the Communist Party of 
Italy (Section of the Communist International).  

 

 1.– In the current capitalist social regime and ever-growing contradiction 
develops between the productive forces and the production relation, giving raise to the 
antitheses of interests and to the class struggle between the proletariat and the 
dominant bourgeoisie.  

 

 2.– The current production relations are protected by the power of the 
bourgeoisie State which, no matter what is the form of the representative system and 
the use of elective democracy, constitutes the organ for the defense of the interests of 
the capitalist class.  
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 3.– The proletariat cannot break nor modify the system of capitalist production 
relations, whence its exploitation derives, without the violent destruction of the 
bourgeoisie power.  

 

 4.– The essential organ of the revolutionary struggle of the proletariat is the 
class party. The communist party, gathering together the most advanced and decided 
part of the proletariat, unifies the efforts of the worker masses leading them from the 
struggles for group interests and contingent results, to the general struggle for the 
revolutionary emancipation of the proletariat. The party has the duty of spreading 
among the masses the revolutionary theory, of organizing the material means of action, 
of leading the working mass during the struggle assuring the historical continuity and 
the international unity of the movement.  

 

 5.– After the overthrow of the capitalist power, the proletariat will not be able to 
organize itself in dominant class if it does not destroy the old state machine and the 
imposition of its own dictatorship, that is, depriving of all rights and political function the 
bourgeoisie class and all its individuals as long as they survive socially, and basing the 
organs of the new regime only upon the producing class. the communist party, whose 
programmatic characteristic consists in this fundamental execution, represents, 
organizes and leads in a unitary form the proletarian dictatorship. The necessary 
defense of the proletarian State against all counterrevolutionary attempts can only be 
assured depriving the bourgeoisie and all the parties hostile to the proletarian 
dictatorship, of any mean of agitation and political propaganda, and with the armed 
organization of the proletariat to refuse internal and external attacks.  

 

 6.– Only the force of the proletarian State will be able to systematically apply all 
the successive intervention measures in the relations of the social economy, which with 
the substitution of the capitalist system for the collective management of production 
and distribution will be effectuated.  

 

 7.– As a result of this economic transformation and the consequent 
transformations of all the activities of social life, the need of a political State will 
progressively be eliminated, and its machinery will progressively be reduced to the 
rational administration of human activities.  

** ** ** ** **  

 The position of the party in front of the situation of the capitalist world and the 
worker movement after the second world war is based upon the following points:  

 

 8.– During the first half of the XXth century, the capitalist social system has 
developed itself, in the economical field, with the introduction of employer unions with 
monopolistic aims and the attempts to control and lead the production and the 
exchanges according to central plans, until the state management of whole productive 
sectors; in the political field, with the growth of the police and military potential of the 
State and the governmental totalitarianism. All these are not new types of social 
organization defined as a transition from capitalism to socialism, neither a return to 
prebourgeois political regimes; on the contrary, they are precise forms of even more 
direct and exclusive management of the power and the State by the most developed 
forces of the capital.  
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 This process excludes the pacifist, evolutionist and progressive interpretations 
of the future of the bourgeoisie regime, and confirms the forecast of the concentration 
and the antagonistic disposition of the class forces. In order to be able to strengthen 
and concentrate the revolutionary forces of the proletariat with the potential that 
corresponds that of the class enemy, the proletariat must refuse, as its own claim and 
as an agitation method, the vain return to the democratic liberalism and to the demand 
of legal guarantees, and must historically finish with the method of alliances with 
transitory aims of the revolutionary class party, whether with bourgeoisie or middle-
class parties of with pseudo-worker parties with reformist program.  

  

 9.– The imperialist world wars show that the disintegration crisis of the 
capitalism is inevitable, with the decisive opening of the period in which its expansion 
does not arouse the productive forces any more, but conditions its accumulation to a 
repeated and growing destruction. These wars have led to deep and reiterated crises 
of the world organization of the workers, since the dominant classes have been able to 
impose the national and military solidarity with either one of the belligerent sides. The 
only historical alternative that must be opposed to this situation is lighting again the 
class struggle in the interior until getting to the civil war of the working masses to 
overthrow the power of all the bourgeoisie States and of the world coalitions, with the 
reconstitution of the international communist party as an autonomous force in front of 
all the organized political and military powers.  

 

 10.– The proletarian State, since its machinery is a mean and a fight weapon in 
the historical period of transition, does not take its organizational strength from 
constitutional cannons nor from representative schemes. The biggest historical 
example of organization has been up till now the Worker Councils, which appeared 
during the Russian revolution of October 1917, in the armed organization period of the 
working class under the only guide of the Bolshevik party, the totalitarian conquest of 
the power, the dissolution of the Constitutional Assembly, the fight to refuse the exterior 
attacks of the bourgeoisie governments, and to smash in the interior the rebellion of 
the defeated classes, of the middle and small bourgeoisie classes, and of the 
opportunistic parties, infallible allies of the counterrevolution in its decisive phases.  

 

 11.– the defense of the proletarian regime, with the implicit degeneration 
dangers in the possible failures and withdrawals of the economical and social 
transformation work, whose integral execution is not thinkable within the limits of a 
single country, can only be assured by a continuous coordination of the politics of the 
worker State, with the unitary international struggle of the proletariat of every country 
against its own bourgeoisie and its state and military machinery, incessant struggle in 
whatever situation of peace or war, and through the political and programmatic control 
of the world communist party upon the State machineries in which the working class 
has conquered the power. 
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